HAVE YOU BEEN EXPOSED TO COVID-19?

VACCINATED

Were you in CLOSE CONTACT with a positive COVID-19 case within 6 feet for 15 minutes or longer?

✓ YES
  MONITOR for SYMPTOMS and wear a MASK INDOORS

Are you exhibiting symptoms?

✓ YES
  DO NOT COME TO CAMPUS and GET TESTED 3-5 DAYS after exposure

POSITIVE Test Results
  ISOLATE and NOTIFY your health care provider and the MCC Emergency Management Team

✓ NO
  RESUME REGULAR ACTIVITY

NEGATIVE Test Results
  RESUME REGULAR ACTIVITY

ĐX NO
  Monitor for symptoms, get Tested 3-5 Days after exposure

NEGATIVE Test Results
  RESUME REGULAR ACTIVITY

UNVACCINATED

Were you in CLOSE CONTACT with a positive COVID-19 case within 6 feet for 15 minutes or longer?

✓ YES
  DO NOT COME TO CAMPUS and GET TESTED 3-5 DAYS after exposure

POSITIVE Test Results
  ISOLATE and NOTIFY your health care provider and the MCC Emergency Management Team

✓ NO
  RESUME REGULAR ACTIVITY

NEGATIVE Test Results
  10 days of QUARANTINE, release on day 11 if still asymptomatic

POSITIVE Test Results
  RESUME REGULAR ACTIVITY

Email the MCC Emergency Management Team at emergencymanagement@middlesex.mass.edu